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Social Robots

- Defining the “social”
- Interaction through human social rules
- Can be humanoid, mechanoid, and zoomorphic

- Studies outline their potential in use, for example, in elderly care (Kalmer and Ben Allouch, 2010), and the diagnosis of autism (Scassellati, 2005)
- Personal care robots "a service robot with the purpose of either aiding actions or performing actions that contribute towards improvement of the quality of life of individuals". ISO/NP 13482
- Can provide: cooperation, assistance, teleoperation and entertainment
Social Robots

- Case study: Johnny Five, a SAINT (Strategic Artificially Intelligent Nuclear Transport) Robot (Number 5)
- Key issues:
  - Safety standards
  - Liability
  - Robot rights?
Safety Standards

- Increasing levels of flexibility and mobility required. There is a need to examine standards in relation to:
  - Safety standards— the notion of “mission-worthiness”
  - Design guidelines – building safety into design systems (Harper, 2010)

Need to examine:
- Physical Safety Standards – eg the avoidance of collisions/power surges etc (De Santis et al 2008)
- Behavioural, perhaps emotional, safety?

Safety Standards: The Standardisation Process

- Sub Committee 2 (SC2) “Robots and Robotic Devices” of Technical Committee 184 of the International Standards Organisation (ISO) focuses upon non-industrial robots. With in this, an Advisory Group (AG) on Standards for mobile service robots was established 2005.

- CURRENT IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT: ISO/DIS 13482 Robots and robotic devices -- Safety requirements for non-industrial robots -- Non-medical personal care robot. These are still in development.

- These standards will focus upon (Harper 2010):
  - Tasks
  - Environmental Conditions
  - Hazards
  - Validation Tests
Safety Standards: emotional safety

- “A robot’s emotional impact is...important; a user should be able to trust a robot and feel safe using it.” (Feil-Seifer et al, 2007)
- There is a need to measure trust, relating this to the human ability to rely upon the robot, even when vulnerable (Yagoda, 2012)
- Need to focus on level of automation, behaviour, dependability, reliability and predictability (Hancock, 2011)
- Emotion-based architecture is under development based on a number of functions: Regulative/Selective/Expressive/Motivational/Rating (Hirth, 2009)
Safety Standards: The Future

- Working group on the development of ethical safety issues to develop standards in the same manner as those relating to hazards
- Need for a scale which addresses human information processing in relation to trust, highlighting potential variations
- Need to examine how trust/emotional based standardisation links into issues of liability
Liability

- There is a need to build robots ethically
- Issues arise relating to agency and responsibility. There is a need to establish who is in control and when.
- A need to apportion blame between designer/programmer/end user
- Is there a need to develop explicit principles of robo-agency
- Could a concept of robo-personhood be developed? (Asaro, 2007)
- Could a robot ever have moral agency? Raises issues of responsibility and desert. Civil liability could be covered by insurance and criminal liability could extend to corporate owners following similar principles to the law relating to artificial legal persons. Involving those with an “artificial intelligence” in court proceedings could lead to a concept of constitutional rights (Solum, 1992)
Liability

- Asimov’s Laws – difficult to map onto motion behaviours
- Ultimately a robot is under human control
- There is a need to examine:
  - The conditions of control
  - The need for human control
  - Potential superiority of robot actions (Enz et al, 2011)
Robot rights?

- “morality is primarily a domain of organic human persons—and possibly of other non-human organic beings to which personhood might be usefully attributed...a key element of the organic view is the claim that consciousness, or sentience, is at the root of moral status” (Torrance, 2008)

- The notion of the robo-expanded self (Ramey, 2005)

- Ethical behaviour towards robots is an extension of how humans treat each other. (Levy, 2009)

- “he who is cruel to animals becomes hard also in his dealings with men.” (Kant in: Heath, 1997)
Robot Rights?

- “Nurturing a machine that presents itself as dependent creates significant social attachments” (Turkle, 2006 p9)
- Paro, a “mental commitment robot”, was found to elicit high-levels of emotional attachment from owners
- The emotional bond felt for robots exceeds that for non-robotic objects. High levels of anthropomorphism and projection is found. (Scheutz, 2012)
- This projection may be similar to that felt towards animals in need and a reaction to what is perceived as pain may be due to our own experiences of pain. (Darling 2012)
- Do robots have a “soul”? Definitional issues: At what point does “disassembly” equal death?
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